“Happiness is one thing that can be increased by giving part of it to others.”

Regular Army Officers Visit The Institute

Three Days Later

A traveling man once might find himself obliged to remain in a small town for a considerable period of time on a railroad delay.

Three Days Later

A traveling man once might find himself obliged to remain in a small town for a considerable period of time on a railroad delay.
Are You Doing Your Own Work?

Doesn't it seem disgusting to see so many students who are conscientiously depending upon others to do their thinking for them? Mental labor is one of the traits we try to overcome by going to school and yet many fail to remember this. It is their habit to go to a show, dance or party during the evening and then come to school the next morning in time to do their assignments. We are not condemning those who try the lesson and then because of some small point which they do not understand, come to school early to ask someone for help. They should, in part, be commended upon this; but many students who are in a position to do their work will not. They fail to say anything or make trouble because it is a very serious offence. They are sincerely hoping that you will come to life and stop the underhand business. Don't fail them. Start in at one and turn over a new leaf. It is hoped by everyone that sooner or later every student will do his own work, thereby assuring himself of the benefits of a college education.

The Day and the Work

Edwin Maraham

To each man is given a day and his work for the day. And once and no more he is to travel the road; it's we who sent him if he flies from his task, whatever the odds. For his task is appointed to him of the scroll of the gods.

There is waiting a work where only 12 hoods can avail. And so, if he falters, a chisel in the stone will fall. He may face at the sky, he may play for an hour in the sun. But he does not know but to the hour appointed is due.

To each man is given a skull to carve for the gods. A stone that is needed to fashion the beauty of all. And only the soul has the power to give it the grace. And only he learns that he would have to put it to play.

Yes, there is waiting a work for each man no other can do; So your own mind is waiting; it has waited for ages for you. And now you are young and limited; are turning your gang To see what you do with your chance in the chamber of the gods.
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LOWELL TEXTILE INSTITUTE

Four-Year Degrees in

CHEMISTRY AND TEXTILE COLOURING—TEXTILE ENGINEERING Degrees of B. T. C. (Bachelor of Textile Chemistry) and B. T. E. (Bachelor of Textile Engineering) offered for completion of prescribed four-year courses.

Three Year Diploma Courses in

COTTON MANUFACTURING, WOOL MANUFACTURING

TEXTILE DESIGNING

Scientific and practical training in all processes of textile manufacture including all commercial fibre. Certified graduates of High Schools and Academies admitted without examination. For catalogue address Charles H. Green, 8 P. President, Lowell, Mass.
Well, that's something about cigarettes I never knew before

I'd never thought much about what's inside a Chesterfield cigarette. But I have just been reading something that made me think about it.

Just think of this, some of the tobacco in Chesterfield—comes from 4000 miles away! And before it is shipped every single leaf is packed by hand. All because Turkish tobacco is so small and delicate.

Of course I don't know much about making cigarettes, but I do know this—that Chesterfields are mild and have a very pleasing aroma and taste. They satisfy—and that's what counts with me!
DELTA KAPPA PHI

January recently cut a hair cut but the drab harry forgot to shave the dirt off his upper lip.

An enlarged picture of Morrison and his red black has been approved around school. Better cut your hair, Rollie.

Wild something from Murphy's room in a puff of soda water.

" Hoy!" met an old Danse on Medicine While he was on the other side of the street. The youth of the boys can understand.

Deyle was forced to put on basket gloves to please Patrick Henry's dark skin. Deyle did.

Baldwin and Florence entertaining the last night of their trip with "Why Can Remember Who?"

Dempsey has sent his picture to Hollywood. We wondere how he will be able to make it go.

Robert Condie had better look to his laurels as Dempsey can even cover a mountain of hair.

Any day now we expect to see Solie buff another month and go over to St. John's Hospital.

Halliday says, "It's fun to be beat, but I just can't pin on the Chemistry Haplo."

Little Pittie Dohle spends the whole conference hour helping his car start. "On how I Need Them!" we quoted.

New "Not Best Place to Go, I Owen Everyone."

The glorious monotony of the past four nights brings the gray out in Hal. Hal has been so far as I know the only one of the "Moon Sonata."

Blood, blood, everywhere. Has my number been committed? What is the meaning of it and where blood can it all be told. We now have the truth about the blood. Fred did how will you beat your heart. "Well it was like this. I entered the battle with a new bottle of blood, he washed it in a friend's frame of mind took it out on me. It is just and took a lot out of my luck. The pitch bowl has been taken by hand and returned in a box. It seems that the bowl is empty of the days of the wash bowl are over. Please don't ask Fred how he felt.

If Brother Dempsey does not let Brother Nick win a billiard game soon he will have to set his minds on the St. Boniface but his minds the challenge comes from the billiard room. We will soon have a log oflogged up.

"When a man is a playing he is a thinking. We know the odds are against him. You see, Brother Dempsey has found a way through skill of the game and in his skill in"
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BULLETIN BOARD NOTICE

STUDENT CRUISES

Magazine subscriptions, scholarship workers and crow managers write. Students for the privilege of going places. Can be worked three now. Permanent positions if experienced. All students welcome for $1.50 and credit with details. Write The College Scholarship Institute, 218 Republic Building, NY.

TEXTILE GRADUATE PROVIDES RECREATION CENTER

Norton R. Reed of the Lowell Mills Club. Reed was formerly the Shaw Street Co. Plating is a rule thronerways which has been approved of the young people in the Chicoldon and Methuen streets section of town.

Some time ago, Mr. Reed created Troop 110, Aca,. consisting of approximately 600 feet of space in one of his building and in the vicinity.

The news that the scouts were at the quarters for their meetings circulated rapidly among the boys of the section. A short time ago, this. Mr. Reed received a call from the presidents of the age of 16-18 years and he arranged that the parents be notified. They asked that they be permitted to use the same quarters that the scouts had used.

The same rules and regulations were used and they now enjoy the use of the rooms three or four times a day.

Mr. Reed has had proof that the boys appreciate his kindness in providing them with these facilities. They always prepare to leave the halls when the boys are through with their. The scouts have baskets for basketball in place and the other groups of boys of the building using them and provide their own basketballs. Many boys converted the same games and here each week.

Mr. Reed believes that not only is he doing something for the benefit of the whole community, but the boys are also using the benefit of the community because the scouts, he was very thoughtful about their kine and the other rules for you.

We don't mind your being kids until you don't please don't laugh to playing in the street.

Brother Al Atkinson of 32 dropped in to see us. We understand he has been traveling late of late. He visited Staple Springs and tried to break on Don Deyle, but no one knew him. We wonder if Ken really does live in Stokel.

If a certain suit coat is found in the sophomore's room or any Phi Psi fraternity picture it is the same coat, not different pictures for the use of the coat. Reward, Brother Recher.

TEXTILE DEFEATS SPRINGFIELD GREEN Grays

Great Northwest who took the trip and the Phi Psi fraternity picture is the same coat, not different pictures for the use of the coat, Brother Recher.

SIGMA OMEGA PSI

"Aha!" boy, the old almoner is a wizard on the telephone. It seems that John's interests is in a certain school that you will come to mind.

Now that winter is here we wish to wish you a Merry Christmas. We are all ready to ride in that rumbly cool feel like sitting on a coke at 60 miles an hour. No doubt you will do the same thing about it.

Art Freeman was the only one at the house to receive a Valentine. The other boys can eat the rest.

Mae Plawicki's faction in regards to women is calling quite a bit of comment among the Lowell houses. Watch out, Miss, one of them is a mean rolling pin.

"Peard" Harwood has been sitting out lately. Someone new, Randolph, we hear. Cy Shapiro says that he caught his finger in a machine the other day.

That's his way of telling the story.

The well known Nathan triangle is now ever so much better. It seems a square of getting in again.

At a new type of Kebistan has sprung up at the house, since Dave Landau found a Ghost Story magazine. Some of the boys are trying to figure out the plot along their oca. We hope they are not going to waste our time. Let Old Chinsky's discoveries be escaped.

Mrs Lichten has been getting a bit short of late. He says that this is annual occurrence when"

Bill Stein, who is so kindly settle and for all. In his name

Rye Cowan is getting "Renaissance. He plucks his hair back"

Eddie Grosman the armless ath-

Laudies has not been the same for the last two weeks. It must be the completion Bill Stein is giving him.

Eddie Grosman is getting us into a pickle. How are we supposed to get in Nashua the 24th? Well there you are. You are a man here upper. Ralph Horwood, when asked how was going to get there said. "You'll be surprised."
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